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MILLBOARD

Technical Information 
Frequently asked questions

What does Millboard look like?

Its appearance is the most realistic wood 

effect decking product in the world! 

(More importantly perhaps, it looks 

nothing like plastic). It is an alternative  

to wood and yet contains no wood  

or plastic.

What is it made from?

Millboard is made from Polyurethane 

resin (not plastic) with mineral stone 

flour commonly referred to as Resin, 

mineral composite (RMC). It also 

contains glass fibres to give extra 

exceptional strength. Other ingredients 

are high quality colour pigmentation 

and high-tech ultraviolet light inhibitors 

for durability and lasting beauty.

What sort of spans should I use  

between Joists?

400mm centres for residential 

applications, 300mm centres for 

commercial and public realm 

applications. Millboard decking will 

cantilever over the end of a joist by a 

maximum of 50mm.

Can you screw fix it like you can  

with wood?

Yes, it will fix down with screws just like 

wood will, but without the possibility of 

splitting. We only Warrant the use of our 

Millboard ‘Durafix’ screws as these are 

the only screw that give a satisfactory 

hidden ‘Lost Head’ effect.

Can you use normal wood  

working tools?

Absolutely, no specialist wood working 

equipment is needed, you can even saw 

it by hand. As with all products that 

create dust when working with them we 

recommend, dust bags on saws and 

dust masks to be used in the control of 

dust. Gloves should also be worn.

Can the Millboard system be used  

on a flat roof?

Yes is the easy answer, determine what 

method of construction has been used 

for solid wood or concrete slab roofs with 

a mineral finish. Use our ring supports or 

joist shoes to position the joists where 

slope of roof is gentle enough to not be a 

concern. For a single ply membrane roof 

use our adjustable self levelling head 

pedestal systems to spread the load 

preventing any point loading, both 

products will raise the joists above any 

standing water, prolonging their life 

while also acting to reduce sound 

transfer. Both products encourage the 

free flow of water on the roof membrane.

Will it fade over time?

Millboard has a very high resistance  

to fading, this is because it contains  

no wood fibres which typically fade and  

leach tannins.

Can I butt joint board ends tight to the 

next decking board? 

You can do because the expansion and 

contraction is minimal, the butt joints 

should be positioned in conjunction with 

recommendations contained in the 

installation guide. A maximum of 2 butt 

joints before a gap of 2-3mm is desired.

How will salt water effect  

Millboard decking? 

Millboard is suited to salt water 

environments. Salt water will have no 

known ill effects on Millboard decking 

and if need be Millboard can live 

submerged.

Can you use it for load bearing 

applications (i.e. structural)?

It is not recommended to use Millboard 

in structural applications; Millboard 

decking would need to be fixed to a 

structural frame, either made of timber or 

‘Plas-pro’ recycled plastic.

Can you paint / stain it?

No, it is not needed! Millboard is 

designed as an ultra-low maintenance 

product and paints and stains will not 

adhere permanently to the surface of the 

Millboard in most cases. Clients choose 

the colour they desire based on the 

knowledge they won’t have to coat it to 

keep its colour.

Can you bend it?

Millboard decking boards won’t bend 

across their width, but curves can be 

created by using the flexible edging 

profiles and fascias.
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Are Millboard decking products 

environmentally friendly? 

Yes. Because Millboard decking will not 

splinter, warp or fade in the way wood 

does, it dramatically reduces the wasteful 

life cycle of repair and replacement and 

eliminates the frequent application of 

environmentally harmful paint, sealers or 

stains. Millboard decking boards are 

manufactured with polyurethane resin 

which can typically last longer than 

timber, up to 35-40 years (subject to 

environment). Timber is typically 10-15 

years. This avoids unnecessary 

replacement, which would use up 

resources on a broader scale. In addition, 

the manufacturing process of rigid 

polyurethane resin uses a lot lower 

energy expenditure (2-6 Mj/Kg) than 

thermoplastic process (6-29Mj/Kg), thus 

reducing potential emissions. 

Polyurethane has an Ozone Depletion 

Rating (ODR) = 0. Global warming 

Potential (GWP) = 0.  

Unlike wood, Millboard decking is a 

one-time purchase for most homeowners, 

with a 25-year limited residential 

warranty.

How does the price compare  

to softwood?

Initially, it is more expensive than 

softwood decking, but similar in price to 

a high quality hardwood. What you 

must remember is that the subframe 

material and installation are 

comparable to traditional decking so 

the labour cost remains similar. Also 

due to the reduced maintenance 

requirement, the life cycle cost of 

Millboard is considerably less than that 

of softwood decking. It is a much 

superior quality material to softwood 

and it is uniform, whereas softwood 

decking may be warped, contains knots 

and is inconsistent in density. It’s the 

perfect alternative decking product.

What material is used for the  

sub structure?

The cheapest option (applicable to free 

draining, relatively dry conditions only) is 

to use treated softwood. The softwood 

sub structure will obviously decay over 

time, and may not last as long as 

Millboard could do. Alternatively we 

also supply our non rotting Plas-pro 

recycled plastic sub structure system, 

which is far superior and useful in damp 

conditions or areas with low air 

circulation.

Does it become slippery when wet?

Millboard decking has achieved the 

highest accreditation for anti slip 

composite decking in the world! As it is 

resistant to hosting algae growth and 

has a textured ‘Lastane’ surface material 

it is naturally low-slip.

Is there a hidden fixing system?

Yes, the Durafix screws Millboard 

supplies are made to sink into the 

surface of the boards and the surface 

material covers back over leaving only a 

small, virtually indistinguishable hole

How easy is it to clean?

Once the decking has been installed 

and after the initial ‘after installation’ 

clean down there will be very little 

maintenance required. As the surface is 

non porous dirt, food and drink spillages 

do not become absorbed, unlike timber. 

The simplest way to clean the deck itself 

if it is really needed is to use soapy 

water and a brush. It can be cleaned 

down with a power washer, on low 

power, if required but this should never 

really be needed.



Millboard
Enhanced Grain

Limed Oak
MDE176L

Smoked Oak
MDE176D

Millboard 
Lasta-Grip®

Millboard 
Carbonised

Millboard Fascia 
and Edging

Fascia

Bullnose

Square Edge

Coppered Oak
MDE176C

Coppered Oak
MDL200C

Golden Oak
MDL200G

Jarrah
MDE176J

Charred
MDE176E

Embered
MDW200E

Golden Oak
MDE176G
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Millboard  
Weathered Oak

Millboard
Tactile

Driftwood
MDW200D

Vintage Oak
MDW200V

The Millboard  
Collection

Coppered Oak

Golden Oak

Jarrah

Limed Oak

Carbonised

Driftwood/ 
Smoked Oak

Vintage

To order your free Millboard samples today,
visit www.millboard.co.uk/freesamples
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Technical Data

Physical & Mechanical Properties Test Method Unit Value/Results

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Load    
(180mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 9.32

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection   
(180mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 10.75

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Stress    
(180mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 Mpa 22.75

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Load    
(180mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 6.56

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection 
(180mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 14.39

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Stress   
(180mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 Mpa 21.39

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Load    
(200mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 8.34

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection   
(200mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 9.39

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Stress    
(200mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 Mpa 18.32

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Load    
(200mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 6.64

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection   
(200mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 12.36

Line Load Bearing Test - Peak Stress   
(200mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 Mpa 19.46

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Load 
(180mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 7.14

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection  
(180mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 15.77

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Load   
(180mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 5.52

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection 
(180mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 19.33

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Load  
(200mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 5.78

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection   
(200mm width, 300mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 mm 11.4

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Load 
(200mm width, 400mm span centres) BS EN ISO 14125 kN 5.65
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Physical & Mechanical Properties Test Method Unit Value/Results

Point Load Bearing Test - Peak Deflection   
(200mm width, 400mm span centres)

BS EN ISO 14125 mm 15.37

Modulus of Elasticity and Bending Strength 
Ultimate Load, F max (Textured surface tested)

BS EN 310 F max N 1000

Modulus of Elasticity E m N/mm2 
(Textured. Surface tested)

BS EN 310 E m N/mm2 896

Modulus of Elasticity F m N/mm2.  
(Textured. surface tested).

BS EN 310 E m N/mm2 13.3

Resistance To Static Indentation (10kg load via 
a 10mm diameter rounded indentor for 41 days)

MOAT 27 mm 0.1

Soft Body Impact MOAT 43 mm 0 (no visible damage)

Hard Body Impact MOAT 43 mm 0 (no visible damage)

Fixing Pull Out BS EN 1382: 1999 F max N 1610.8

Density BBA kg.m3 529.75

Thermal Conductivity (Weathered Oak) Fox 200 W/mK 0.089

Thermal Conductivity (Enhanced Grain) Fox 200 W/mK 0.084

Photostability BS EN ISO 4892-2: 2006 LRV 2% (shift over 5000hrs)

Slip Resistance - WET (Weathered Oak) BS 7976-2:2002 PTV`s 73

Slip Resistance - DRY (Weathered Oak) BS 7976-2:2002 PTV`s 92

Slip Resistance - WET (Enhanced Grain) BS 7976-2:2002 PTV`s 55

Slip Resistance - DRY (Enhanced Grain) BS 7976-2:2002 PTV`s 77

Moisture Content (12h at 103c) BS EN 322:1993 (%) 0.6

Ease of Cleaning (black shoe polish) BBA Bleach,Detergent
Completely removed, 
with no damage or 
staining

Resistance to Staining BS EN 438-2: 2005 Acetone No visible change

Resistance to Staining BS EN 438-2: 2005 Coffee
Slight change of 
colour, only visible at 
certain angles

Resistance to Staining BS EN 438-2: 2005 Sodium, Hydroxide No visible change

Resistance to Staining BS EN 438-2: 2005 Hydrogen, Peroxide No visible change

Resistance to Staining BS EN 438-2: 2005 Shoe, Polish No visible change

Determination of Swelling in Thickness BS EN 317 (Gt) % 0.5

Taber Abrasion (1000g x 1000 cycles) ISO 7784-2 mg 261
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Millboard 
Polyurethane Profile

Polyurethane Resin & Mineral Board (RMB)

Slip resistance

Millboard decking has been tested in accordance 

with: BS79.76 Pendulum Friction Test.

Minimum test result requirement for a low slip 

surface rate is 36+ (see page 11) (100 being  

perfect - 0 being the most slippery)

Public space often requires a rate of 45+

Lastane® covered very high Anti-Slip surface 

for safety in all 360° direction of travel.

Virtually zero maintenance

Will not assist in the growth of algae meaning it 

won’t become slippery from this, Millboard won’t 

stain from food or drinks spills, it won’t rot, splinter, 

warp or twist, eliminating the requirement for 

regular checks, painting and maintenance.

Non rot

Millboard does not contain any timber  

substance that will rot or can be eaten insects.

Dimensional stability

Very low expansion and contraction rate less than 

0.01% or similar to concrete.

Expansion from dry air to saturated 0.01mm/m Co 

efficient of thermal expansion 0.01% non warping, 

twisting or buckling.

UV & weathering stability

UV stability tested to BSENISO 4892.2 5000hours  

(10-20years) (Exceptional)

Weather ability: (freeze/thaw/warp/twist/

camber) -20° to 70° Moat22 & EN 772-22 

(Exceptional)

Life expectancy

Over 30 years

High Strength

Tested in accordance with BS EN ISO 14125

Fiber reinforced - high strength – low weight 

(14Kg/board) 9.32 – 6.54Kn. (Line Load) 

Depending on board span. 

Inherent microbiological 
properties

Millboard decking contains nothing to assist in  

the growth of algae. Materials like wood or  

plastic which are protein based and are like  

food to algae. It is non porous so that dirt, drinks, 

food fats etc. won’t be absorbed into the board.

Environmentally friendly

Base material properties are excellent

Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) = 0

Global Warming Potential (GWP) = 0
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Low carbon footprint

Manufactured in the UK using  

UK non-wood fillers.

Non staining

Non porous: Dirt, drinks, food fats etc. won’t be 

absorbed into the board making it a near zero 

maintenance decking board.

‘Lost head’ fixing

Screwed down with a 4.5x70mm or 4.0x50mm 

Durafix, stainless steel trimhead screw, giving 

a hidden lost head effect. This enhances the 

aesthetic appeal.

Looks

It actually looks like real oak (because it is  

moulded from real oak) rather than being  

extruded like plastics.

Millboard is the most superior 
and advanced composite  
decking available

With the highest credentials that eliminate, or 

at very least reduce, the problems and issues 

that timber and wood composite decking will 

give you.
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Understanding 
Pendulum Data

Wood Plastic  
Composite

Hardwood

Enhanced 
Grain

Weathered 
Oak

PTV Slip Potential

0-24 High

A PTV of 19 indicates that 1 in 2 people will have a problem  
on the floor

25-35 Moderate

A PTV of 25 indicates that 1 in 20 people will have a problem  
on the floor

36+ Low

A PTV of 36 indicates that 1 in a million people will have a 
problem on the floor

High Moderate Low

Dry

Pendulum Test Values

47

65

77

92

28

22

55

73

Wet

Pendulum results are referred to as Pendulum 
Test Values (PTV) or Slip Resistance Values (SRV). 
When the test is operated properly, the PTV should be 
interpreted as shown in the table.

This table relates to pedestrian walking in a straight 
line on a level surface. For other activities or inclined 
surfaces, the table figures will change.

The slider referred to in the test data is also important. 
There are two sliders commonly used, one for shod 
pedestrians, one for barefoot. You need to make sure 
the right slider has been used.

MILLBOARD



Floor: Millboard Enhanced Grain Limed Oak.
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millboard application details

4mm gap

Joists

0 - 2mm gap 400mm for residential applications 
300mm for public space and 
commercial applications

50mm max

2

1

Joist

4mm packer

Millboard

Set stop/screw at 
10mm from the end 

of the packer.
This will facilitate 

more even gapping 
of boards.

Bearer

10mm

10mm

Working specification  
for all decking boards

Residential applications 

(0.75Kn UDL) Uniform distributed load 
Max working span: 400mm 4mm gaps 
1  2  between deck board (this is only to 
facilitate drainage). 

2mm gaps 1  at the ends of boards (it is  
acceptable to trim the ends square and 
butt the board ends together if required). 
Max 50mm unsupported overhang and 
to be supported by a minimum of 3 joists. 
2 Durafix screws needed where a board 
crosses a joist.

Commercial applications 

(1.75Kn UDL) Max working span: 300mm 
4mm gaps 1  2  between deck board  

(this is only to facilitate drainage). 

2mm gaps 1  at the ends of boards (it is  
acceptable to trim the ends square and 
butt the board ends together if required). 
Max 50mm unsupported overhang and 
to be supported by a minimum of 3 joists. 
2 Durafix screws needed where a board 
crosses a joist.

Public space applications 

(3.5Kn UDL) Max working span: 300mm 
4mm gaps 1  2  between deck board 
(this is only to facilitate drainage). 

2mm gaps 1  at the ends of boards (it is  
acceptable to trim the ends square and 
butt the board ends together if required). 
Max 50mm unsupported overhang and 
to be supported by a minimum of 3 joists. 
2 Durafix screws needed where a board 
crosses a joist and 3 on the ends.
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Bullnose step edge 
50mm

Millboard 
decking

146mm

33mm

8

Plas-pro  
125x50mm joist

Plas-pro 
125x50mm 
bearer

Flat fascia  
146x18mm

18 mm

Plas-pro  
100x100mm post

3
Lastane

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Working Specification  
for Edging and Fascia

Millboard edge trims must be supported 
along their full length with an edge joist to 
support them 3 .

The standard Edging (50x33x2400mm) 
and Fascia (146x18x2400mm) trims will 
bend to a Maximum radius of 3m. The Ultra 
Flexible Edging (50x33x2400mm) and 
Fascia (146x12x2400mm) will bend to a 
Maximum radius of 1.2m.

Millboard edging trim must be fixed at 
300mm intervals along its length while 
easing the profile around the bend. The 
edge trims come in 7 colours which can be 
used to match the decking boards or used 
as a contrast for design or to assistance 
partially sighted persons on applications 
open to public usage.

For details on structures for curved deck 
sub frames please see figure 5  
(‘Creating curved corners’).

Creating a curved subframe  
(Timber option shown)

5

Glue with PU wood 
glue and screw with 
Durafix fixings (fig 2)

Post

Treated timber framework
Millboard  
fascia
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Patio support systems

Mixed support systems

            38-50mm

 

Mixing support systems

600mm centres max

Joist cradle support  
Min Height 10mm
Max Height 40mm

Joist cradle support 
Min Height 10mm
Max height 40mm

            38-50mm

 

10mm

Bullnose edging 
50x33mm

Fascia  
146x18mm

600mm centres max Millboard decking

Flush floor  
level

Patio door

Floor  
joist

Extra wear layer  
at this point

millboard application details
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Tactile boards

Tactile boards come in 7 colours which 
can be used to match the decking boards 
or used as a contrast for design or to 
assist partially sighted persons in public 
realm applications.

Please refer to Part M of the building 
regulation codes for details.

Access to buildings other than dwellings

Stepped access – key dimensions  
and use of hazard warning surface

Closed end to 
handrail at top 
and bottom

Handrail to be 
continuous across 
intermediate 
landings

1200mm min.  
bottom landing

200mm 800mm when the 
approach is straight 
on and 400mm when 
a turn is needed to 
reach the step

400mm

Stair width

400mm 
min

20mm

NOTE 
See local building 

regulations for latest 
information

Carbonised

Driftwood/ 
Smoked Oak

Vintage

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge
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Plas-pro  
125x50

Plas-pro  
125x50 Plas-pro  

125x50mm joist

Max 300mm Plas-pro  
125x50mm bearer

Plas-pro  
100x100mm post

Max span  
1000mm

Plas-pro  
handrail
125x50mm

10mm gap Plas-pro  
125x50mm bearer

Millboard  
decking

Plas-pro  
joist

125x50mm

Boadwalk

Max span 1500mm Plas-pro  
100x100mm Post

millboard application details
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Normal  
span 1000mm

Lake bed

Soil

Cross brace
Plas-pro
125x50mm

Plas-pro post
100x100mm

Millboard  
decking

Plas-pro bearer Plas-pro joist
125x50mm

Cross section 

Project posts through  
the decking if to be used  

as a jetty

Plas-pro fender   
if used as a jetty 
125x50mm

Plas-pro joists  
125x50mm

Span > 1000mm

Plas-pro brace  
125x50mm

Plas-pro bearer  
125x50mm

Plas-pro post  
100x100mm

Jetty construction drawing. 
Side elevation.

Concrete footing

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge
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Insulation

Joist centres (max 400mm)

Plas-pro  
50x50mm  
or timber

Insulation

Millboard

Ballast

Filter sheet
Joist cradle

Concrete roof slab

Bonded  
insulation  
jacket

Rainwater outlet, refer to Engineers Specifications

Membrane

Plas-pro subframe technical details  
for roof terraces
Millboard decking used on a balasted roof membrane incorporating 
50x50mm Plas-pro baton joists and 38mm Joist shoes with levelling shims.
* Joist centres. 
 Max: -400mm for residential & light commercial projects
 Max: -300 for heavy commercial projects

MIllboard decking used on a ballasted roof membrane incorporating 
50x50mm Plas-pro baton and adjustable joists shoes

Plas-pro baton
50 x 50 x 2400mm
(Roof Terrace only)

Millboard
edging

Typical roof  
terrace installation

Typical ground  
level installation

Plas-pro post
100 x 100 x 3000mm

Plas-pro joist
125 x 50 x 3000mm 

Millboard
fascia

MILLBOARD
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millboard application details

Roof terrace standard subframe laying pattern

Pedestals

Parapet wall

600mm max

400mm max

Noggin

See jointing 
detail

MILLBOARD



Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Trim Edge

Membrane

Insulation

Min Height: 22mm if using 
adjustable pedestals

Pre drill holes  
& elongate holes on one end Millboard decking

Noggin fixed  
at mid or third positionsDurafix screw 4.0x50mm

Pedestal

10mm gap

Pedestal head position

Plas-pro

Plas-Pro 50x50mm splice

Fixing A

Note: For fixing B pre drill splice oversize by 2mm  
and do not over tighten screws

Fixing B

10mm gap

Jointing roof  
subframe batons
Heights of self levelling head pedestals:

40 – 56  110 – 160
50 – 70  150 – 210
70 – 110  200 – 300

Max slope correction is 5°
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Material Safety 
Data Sheet

1. Product name

Material decking & cladding
Rigid polyurethane foam PUR
manufactured according to the 
system supplier’s recommendations

The Millboard Company Ltd
Uk Head Office, Castle Court
Bodmin Road
Coventry
CV2  5DB
Tel 02476 439943
Fax 02476 611668

2. Composition /Information  
on ingredients

After curing the foam matrix  
will consist on polyurethane.  
There may be small amounts of  
substances that are not bound in 
to the matrix e.g., filler, blowing 
agents, surfactants and catalysts, 
present in the matrix.

3. Hazards identification

Polyurethane in the intact state is 
non hazardous

4. First aid measures

Acute overexposure to PUR dusts 
may cause mechanical irritation of 
the eyes, skin and respiratory tract.

Skin: Wash contaminated areas 
with soap and water (remove 
and launder contaminated 
clothing). Seek medical attention 
if rashes develop.

Eyes: Wash eyes with bath  
solution or water for 15  
minutes. Seek immediate 
medical attention.

Ingestion: The consequences  
of ingestion by man are  
unknown. Empty the stomach  
by gastric suction.

Inhalation: Acute overexposure 
to PUR dusts may cause  
mechanical irritation of the  
respiratory tract. Seek medical 
attention if adverse reaction 
occurs.

5. Fire-fighting measures

Water, foam, CO2 or dry chemical 
extinguishing media are suitable. 
Always use the least amount of 
liquid in order to minimise run-off.

Combustion products: As well  
as carbon dioxide and oxides  
of nitrogen, small amounts of 
hydrogen cyanide may be 
formed.

Protection for fire-fighters:  
Self contained breathing  
apparatus.

6. Accidental release 
measures

No hazard will result but release is 
to be avoided.

7. Handling & storage

Wear globes at all times. Some 
release agent may persist on the 
outside of the foam.

8. Exposure controls and  
personal protection.

Never smoke or consume food 
without first thoroughly washing 
the hands.

Clothing: Overalls and other  
suitable clothing to prevent 
dermal contact.

Gloves: Rubber or butyl gloves 
if contact is prolonged. Other 
impermeable gloves are suitable 
for short-term use.

Eyes: Glasses or chemical safety 
glasses if dust is generated.

Respiration: Wear a dust mask 
if dusts are generated, ensure 
good natural ventilation.

9. Physical & chemical  
properties

Form: solid.
Colour: pigmented.
Odour: slight amine.

10. Stability & reactivity

PUR foam will not normally ignite 
without prolonged input of energy. 
It will not be immediately affected 
by strong acid or alkalis.

11. Toxicological information.

Acute overexposure to PUR dusts 
may cause mechanical irritation of 
the eyes, skin and respiratory tract.

12. Ecological information.

PUR foam degrades extremely 
slowly

13. Disposal considerations.

Most PUR foams are usually 
disposed of as landfill. Foam may 
also be sent for incineration. For 
further information contact your 
local authority.

14. Transport information.

Transport is not regulated.

15. Regulatory information.

Foam is not classified as  
hazardous.

16. Other information.

The information represents the 
current state of our knowledge and 
does not represent a guarantee of 
the properties of the foam which 
may be influenced by processing 
conditions.
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Where even the highest quality hardwood can 

warp, fade and lose its original appeal over time, 

Millboard is crafted using sustainable composite 

designed for outdoor conditions. 

Made from Lastane®, the textured top surface 

creates a resilient, virtually maintenance-free 

layer, designed to resist algae and prevent 

slipping, even in wet conditions.

 

Beneath this durable top layer lies a wood-free 

polymer resin core, reinforced with fibre for extra 

strength and durability. 

Millboard is solid rather than hollow, which 

means that it won’t expand or contract, warp or 

rot, like timber or composites made using wood. 

And because Millboard is made in Britain using 

innovative techniques, it’s officially more  

eco-friendly too.

What is Millboard?

Millboard combines the natural beauty of real timber with 

the high performance of our unique wood-free material.

The dual-tone Lastane® 
surface is coloured by 
hand using pigments 
designed to resist fading 
and sun damage.

Millboard is wood 
free and non-porous 
which means that it is 
resistant to algae and 
has excellent anti-slip 
properties.

The unique Lastane® 
layer resists scratches 

and stains and is 
designed to withstand 
demanding outdoor 

environments.

Millboard  is solid, not 
hollow, meaning it’s 
strong and won’t warp  
or rot like wood.

The structural core is a 
blend of natural minerals 

bonded in a polymer 
resin with long fibre 

reinforcement for added 
strength and durability.

Our unique ‘cellular’ 
internal structure 
reduces weight while 
maintaining strength.
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10 Good Reasons
to choose Millboard

Ultra-low maintenance 
requires minimal up keep 

 

 
Highly anti-slip  
in the wet

 

 
Does not rot 
or warp

 

 
Splinter 
Free
 

 
Highly resistant 
to algae growth

High UV weather stability
 

 

Resistant to food  
& drink stains

 

 
Intricate natural  
woodgrain detail

 

 
Almost invisible  
‘lost head’ fixing

Wide choice  
of designs & colours


